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Abstract. We have designed an algorithm which allows the OpenGL
geometry transformations to be processed on a multiprocessor system.
We have integrated it in Mesa, a 3D graphics library with an API which is
very similar to that of OpenGL. We get speedup up to 1.8 for biprocessor
without any modification of the application using the library. In this
paper we study the issues of our algorithm and how we solve them.

1 Introduction

Most 3D polygonal rendering engine have a similar order of operation, a series of
processing stages called the 3D pipeline. It is made of two main stages: geome-
try and reasterization. High end 3D accelerators provide hardware to accelerate
the geometry transformations, low end cards delegate them to the software.
Unfortunately, current CPU are not able to keep pace with latest low end 3D
accelerators. Geometry transformations can be accelerated using fine grain par-
allelism with SIMD floating point instruction sets. Coarse grain parallelism is
massively used in hardware geometry accelerators like SGI’s InfiniteReality [3].
Our objective is the use of SMP computers to accelerate the geometry stage.
The first solution is to write a parallel library which uses a non standard API
adapted to 3D parallel computing. This is the main idea of the Argus project
[1]. The major drawback is the need to rewrite 3D applications to use the new
API and benefit from the parallelization. The second is to modify a library that
uses a standard API to parallelize the geometry transormation computations.
We have chosen to study this approach which let each application using this
API benefit from the parallelism. We have modified Mesa [5], a 3D graphics
library with an API which is very similar to that of OpenGL [2]. It’s distributed
with the sources under the GNU licence. We have written a parallel version of
Mesa called PMesa, which use a scalable parallel algorithm. PMesa can theor-
ically deal with p processors and a theoriticcal speedup close to p. In the rest
of the paper, we present PMesa and its algorithm, theorical performance and
performance measured on benchmarks.

2 PMesa Overview

Describing a scene with OpenGL means modifying the state of a few parameters
for each frame, and submiting the OpenGL objects. An OpenGL object is a
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list af vertice, colors, normals and texture coordinate between a call to glBegin
and glEnd. Each object is stored into a vertex buffer (VB). Mesa computes the
geometry transformations after each glEnd. We have distinguished three main
stages in the geometry transformations, the filling stage where the vertices are
accumulated, the computations stage where they are tranformed and the empty
stage where they are sent to the video card for rasterization. The filling stage
and the empty stage must be done in order but the computations stage can be
done out of order.

We have choosen to increase the length of the computations stage by accumu-
lating a lot of V.B. This way we will improve the efficiency of our parallelization.
We will use threads on shared memory SMP systems. The optimal placement
for this problem is to have one filling-computation-empty stage per thread, and
one thread per processor. We can not work with this placement because we are
working into a shared library. As OpenGL is a state machine, a command behav-
ior can be affected by previous commands. Some of the informations required by
commands execution may reside within the state maintained by the interface,
and some commands modify the state. To get good performances with a parallel
OpenGL library means to find a balance between the duplication of these states
and synchronizing the threads. This has been observed by Igehy in [1] and has
been particulary optimized in the SGI RealityEngine.

We have designed the following algorithm for p processors: Each time, a
master thread processes p filling and empty stages into p buffers containing G
vertices, and p slaves process the computations stage of these p buffers. Our
code is executed after each glEnd, so the thread synchronization overhead grows
lineary with the number of V.B. submitted and not with the number of vertices.
We use a statical load balancing algorithm.

3 Performances Evaluations

3.1 Theorical Performances

r is the filling and empty stage time for G vertices. c is the computation time for
G vertices. We suppose rseq = rpar for one vertex, and cseq = cpar for one vertex,
that means we suppose the filling and the computation stage takes the same time
in PMesa as in Mesa when working on one vertex. In Mesa and MITS cs is the
time elapsed to compute one V.B. N is the number of buffers filled between two
synchronizations and TN the time needed to transform N × G vertices (total
vertices between two synchronizations). SPU is the speedup of PMesa against
Mesa, SPU = TNseq

TNpar
.

1. Mesa (sequential):

rs cs rs cs  master thread

TNseq = N(cs + rs)
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2. Our algorithm (PMesa):
– if r > (p − 1) × c, the parallel time is longer than the sequential time:

rpar rpar
cpar

cpar

rpar rpar
cpar

cpar
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slave thread 2

TNpar = r + N
p × (c + r)

limN→∞SPUpar = p
We get a speedup close to p for N great enough.

– if r < (p − 1) × c, the sequential time is greater than the parallel time:
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cpar

cpar
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master thread
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TNpar = N × r + c

SPUpar = 1 + c×(N−1)
N×r+c

Theorical speedup is close to 1 + c
r for N great enough.

The following factors limit the performance:

1. (p− 1)× c
r : if (p− 1)× c

r > 1 the sequential code is shorter than the parallel
time and our placement is optimal.

2. N : When it is is too low, the pipeline is flushed frequently and sequential
times grows. The solution is to decrease the grain enough or duplicate more
states variables to limit the number of synchronizations.

3. rpar

rseq
: This is the slowdown of sequential code ( filling-empty) due to PMesa .

We observe it is the major factor limiting the performances of PMesa. When
the grain grows, the data set we are working on grows and memory hierarchy
tends to raise this number. This factor grows when the number of vertices
per OpenGL object becomes too low.

4. cpar

cseq
: This is the growth of the parallel code ( computations) introduced by

PMesa. We are using data structures bigger than those of Mesa because
we accumulate a lot of vertices, so the memory hierarchy is a performance
lowering factor compared to Mesa.

5. The synchronizations between the threads limit the performance. The num-
ber of switching depends on the grain. Bigger is the grain fewer are the
switching.

6. Bigger the size of OpenGL objects is, shorter is the time passed in our code.
We can not control this size because it is application dependant.

3.2 Performance on Benchmarks

All the tests on PMesa has been done on a bi-PII400 512Mo, the rasterization
which depends on the 3D accelerator used was off. To verify that our algorithm
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is efficient for any VB size we have made a microbenchmark called Glutspeed
where the number of vertices per OpenGL object is adjustable. It draws a scene
with 9,000,000 vertices and measure the time elapsed. 1. The grains between 500
and 1100 vertices give the best performances for all the VB sizes1. When grain
grows performance increases because there are less synchronizations, but when
the grain becomes higher than 1000 the performances decrease because of the
memory hierarchy.
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Fig. 1. PMesa performance on Glutspeed and Viewperf CDRS

Viewperf is a set of OpenGL benchmarks written in C. It is the actual stan-
dard benchmark for the 3D industry. The CDRS-04 program [4] is the most
commonly used. On this benchmark we get speedups between 0.95 to 1.8 when
we are using a grain of 1000. The slowdowns are due to the important number
of state changes into these benchmarks.

4 Conclusion

On a biprocessor, PMesa gives a speedup of up to 1.8 against Mesa when ras-
terization is off. This speedup is near the theorical speedup of the algorithm.
We have evaluated the PMesa’s limiting factors. PMesa is currently working
with software rasterization or whith hardware accelerated rasterization (3dfx
voodoo2). PMesa uses the whole OpenGL API and can also be used by any
OpenGL program working on Unix or Windows NT.
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